Abstract --Distribution of digital content is a key revenue opportunity for telecommunications carriers. As media content moves from analog and physical media-based distribution to digital on-line distribution, a great opportunity exists for carriers to claim their role in the media value chain and grow revenue by enhancing their broadband "all you can eat" high speed Internet access offer to incorporate delivery of a variety of paid content. By offering a distributed peer to peer content delivery capability with authentication, personalization and payment functions, carriers can gain a larger portion of the revenue paid for content both within and beyond their traditional service domains. This paper describes an approach to digital content distribution that leverages existing Intelligent Network infrastructure that many carriers already possess, as well as Web Services.
I. INTRODUCTION
As telecommunications carriers evolve toward being broadband communications service providers, a real opportunity exists for them to become service providers of both communications and content. Carriers can provide "smart pipes" via a broadband service network which provides efficient and high-quality operation for both communication and content distribution. The infrastructure can also support micro-charging for content just as carriers do micro-billing for communications today [1] . This paper describes a software architectureDigital Content Distribution Framework (DCDF) -and roadmap for carriers, already running Advanced Intelligent Network services, to transition to supporting digital content distribution. Our architecture involves the Telcordia® Converged Application Server and Data and Reports System, key widely-deployed products supporting today's Intelligent Network and Internet Protocol services. In addition, our design makes use of Web Services standards.
The main problem that our solution addresses is: What is a suitable approach for telecom carriers with existing best-of-breed infrastructure to enable revenue-generation from legal P2P digital content distribution? Digital Rights Management (DRM) is an orthogonal concern, not covered here. Some important definitions are:
Intelligent Network (IN) -A telephone network architecture allowing separation of service logic from switching equipment. Allows new services to be added without switch redesign.
Telcordia® Converged Application Server (CvAS) -Key part of the IN or IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) service layer, the CvAS contains the intelligence for service creation, management, and routing. A flexible, configurable, high performance, carrier-grade platform for creating and deploying enhanced services in circuitswitched, packet, mobile, or cable networks. Internet Services Access (ISA) is an API enabling access to and management of subscriber accounts on the Converged Application Server (including pre-pay style accounts) [2] .
Data and Reports System (DRS) -Gathers and reports on network data generated by various components of the Converged Application Server including customized call sample data, node measurements, special study data, customer measurement data, and application measurements. Detailed call and SMS information is captured and sent to the DRS [2] .
Digital Content Distribution (DCD) -the process by which content (e.g. an mp3 file) is transported from one or more networked source devices to a networked sink device. In-between source and sink there may be numerous financial, legal, and technical issues to address.
Financial Stakeholders -those parties who have a financial interest in the DCD process, including: Content Publishers, Rights Holders, Customers (e.g. file-sharers), and Registered Content Servers.
Many of today's peer to peer DCD networks exist, for the most part, outside of legal frameworks, but nevertheless offer a content distribution paradigm with some very attractive characteristics. The challenge is to help carriers find mechanisms which allow the advantages of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) DCD to be exploited within a legal structure, and to devise a solution architecture in-line with Service Oriented (Web Services [3] ) Architecture patterns.
II. ARCHITECTURE
Some of the key issues and design requirements of our DCD Framework are described below. A high-level logical architecture is shown in Figure 1 .
Web Services -Many OSS and networking software vendors are re-engineering their systems to allow standards-based integration and interworking. This is generally happening via adopting broad usage of XML, XML Schema, and Web Services -namely, SOAP, WSDL and UDDI [3] . DCDF is architected around these technologies. Benefits include a resulting ServiceOriented architecture (in the Business Tier) in which distinct accounting and registry Web Services can be plugged-in, and far easier extensibility to (and integration with) Financial Stakeholder systems.
Network-based Transaction Engine -A robust, scalable network based transaction engine must manage content exchanges, payments and record keeping. In our framework, the CvAS plays this role via its Converged Real-Time Charging and Policy Management applications.
Compensations -In order to encourage users to use a legal DCDF, the underlying technology allows file sharing users and content-server owners to be seamlessly compensated using "micro-payments". To this end, CvAS supports a variety of robust payment account paradigms (including "prepay") which can form the basis for DCDF user compensation. Figure 2 shows the concept of forward-on compensation. That is, if a user is charged 2 units to buy content but gets 1 credit each time his copy is used to send to a new buyer, the early adopters of content will tend to profit. The digits beside the nodes (users) in the figure indicate relative profit after several P2P diffusions of the media -through early adopters, majority and laggards.
Security -Our approach employs AES encryption keys and MD5 content hashing though nothing limits us in this regard; the particular algorithms used for encryption and hashing are plug-replacable. The area of communication security is well understood and exercised and it is fully expected that DCDF will be coupled with existing security techniques in order to implement a production quality system. We do not focus further on these issues in this paper. Audit Trails -DCDF supports audit trails on content exchanges to track the exchange of content all the way back to the content rights holders. Best-of-breed reporting systems (e.g. CvAS/DRS) allow, when Content-free -Carriers need not even store the digital content that they mediate.
Compatibility -DCDF is Digital Rights Management (DRM) "agnostic", extensible and integrateable with existing P2P systems. It can also easily interwork with various payment and billing systems (in particular due to the Web Services architecture).
Although our logical design depicts a single DCDF the system is not necessarily centralized.
When centralized, however, well-known scalability approaches (server pooling, parallelism, etc.) and best of breed hardware/software ease the load.
With respect to Digital Rights Management, we believe that the value proposition for all members of the DCDF community is sufficiently strong to be a compelling disincentive to piracy, but we believe DCDF to be compatible with existing DRM schemes where, once header and footer information is removed, the binary data representing the content remains the same on each individuals device -i.e. it is not re-encoded on a peruser basis.
The software architecture of DCDF can be considered 3-tiered, as Figure 1 illustrates. In the figure, arrows represent data and query flow directions.
A. P2P Tier
The P2P Tier is the realm of users and existing P2P and DRM software. Technology-wise, the Telcordia DCDF does not restrict or impose constraints on the P2P Tier. In this tier, file Sharers -acting as either client (i.e., sink), server (i.e., source), or both -find content of interest, sources of interest, and otherwise involve themselves in content exchange activities. Integration of DCDF into existing P2P implementations is largely transparent to the end-user but involves the introduction of a small amount of DCDF client code at the file-sharer. Popular open-source P2P software at the time of writing includes:
The authors believe that the integration of DCDF functionality into these clients would be straightforward.
B. Backend Tier
The Backend-Tier of DCDF is comprised of the Transaction engine -the Telcordia Converged Application Server. As shown in Figure 3 , key parts of the Converged Application Server include the Service Environment (for provisioning and executing services), SS7 Adaptation (telephony call setup, routing, control), Web Services, and a Session Initiation Protocol (Internet Protocol session setup).
The Internet Services Access (ISA) API enables client applications (such as DCD Business Tier components) to access to service logic on the Converged Application Server This API provides extensible, flexible capabilities such as direct update of CvAS subscription data, e.g., a prepaid account, access to subscription data on other network elements, e.g., Home Location Register/Home Subscriber Server (HLR/HSS), send out network messages, e.g., send an SMS message, etc. The User (client) application can use Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to communicate with ISA. The ISA API frees the application developer from implementing lowlevel protocol Handlers.
In addition to how it is already used in Intelligent Networks and Internet Protocol (IP) services deployments, the transaction engines of the DCDF Backend-Tier are called by the DCDF Business-Tier components via the ISA interface. For example, before a file-share of file X from B to A is done, checks are performed to determine if A has enough funds in his prepaid account to cover the costs and to apply other such as Content-Based Filtering. By leveraging these mature, widely deployed components in DCDF, our architecture and roadmap instantly gain stability, scalability, reliability, and easy adoption. For example, in the case of the Rights Holder system, an operation to reliably and securely credit a micropayment whenever the Rights Holder's content is exchanged. Web Services standards and technology support for security are now mature enough that most major application servers are capable of digital signature support, encryption, and selective encryption. The specifications that enable these include WS-Security [11] and WS-Policy [12] .
C. Business Tier
While the P2P Tier components actually send bits onto the wire, what we refer to as the DCDF Business Tier is really the set of software components that mediates content distribution. For DCDF users within the Framework this mediation is done solely by the Business Tier, thereby preventing them from making mediation decisions themselves (e.g. deciding that they indeed have the right to distribute a particular file). The Controller logic, once hooked with the P2P Tier, performs the following main functions:
• Manages the policies that govern decision making (e.g.
when is a content exchange ok?) • Caches content metadata such as encrypt and decryption keys -but not the content itself. MD5 is one candidate content hash [4] , replaceable with something more robust for production. getBalance -Get the subscribers balance in the account used to fund the users DCD activities. In DCDF the Telcordia Converged Real-Time Charging application manages this account and a getBalance invocation on the Business Tier Web Service is adapted into the necessary invocations to get the same information from the CvAS (which requires a different SOAP structure).
updateBalance -Update a subscribers balance when a debit (e.g. a sink receives content) or credit (e.g. a source shares content) is required. A transaction-oriented operation that reliably debits or credits the account in question. In DCDF, the account is the Telcordia RealTime Charging application on the Converged Application Server (CvAS).
getBillingActivity -Get a subscribers billing activity through some time range; used for admin and subscriber self-management. In DCDF, the Telcordia DRS system has detailed account activity; this operation adapts and passes through to DRS.
The Content Registry (CR) Web Service in the Business Tier maintains only digital content metadata, not the content itself. CR functionality is essential because: 1) it is the cache for encryption and decryption keys, and 2) it manages policies on subscriber visibility of content, at a level higher than the P2P Tier. For example, in the P2P Tier, applications often open-up an entire hard-drive directory for content-sharing. In contrast, DCDF content distribution rules are propagated into the Business Tier, and thus to the CR. If business or user policy deems that the content in question should not be exchanged then it is not (in addition, users cannot circumvent the restrictions imposed by rights holders and DRM). Web Services operations in CR include those that effect file registration and de-registration:
• register -Registers a uniquely identified content to a subscriber. The semantic of a register is that the content is now a candidate for exchanging from this subscriber (as a source), though not necessarily so (depends on policy)
• unregister -Reverses a register command
• testExchange -Tests the current policy for distribution related to a particular subscriber and content. Returns true if the cumulative policies in the content and users allows distribution; false otherwise.
• getAllRegistrations -Lists all content registered by a subscriber
Note that as other operations are needed in this Tier they can easily be added; the Web Services paradigm greatly assists us in this respect.
Finally, Business-Tier Controller logic manages encrypt and decrypt content keys. These keys, originally provided by content owners such as music publishing houses, who are intrinsically able to certify their 'own' content, are stored in a database. DCDF uses a "multiple random-key" approach in which content owners generate several valid encrypt keys for each piece of content. When stored in DCDF databases they are ready to be utilized during content distribution; when sources require a key to encrypt outgoing content, the Controller randomly provides one of the several possible encrypt keys. In this way, even the sender can never know the encrypt keys in advance. We use MD5 [9] hashes to uniquely identify content; MD5 creates a numeric representation of any media contents. The basic approach, followed by the Controller upon a content exchange is: 1. Controller receives request from the source A that a sink B wants content C 2. Controller selectively retrieves one of the several possible encrypt keys K for the content C and sends it to A. A uses the key to encrypt the content 3. A generates a hash on the content C and sends it back to Controller 4. If A's hash is OK to send then both A and B are sync'ed and the encrypted content C is sent between A and B. 5. B performs a content hash and sends it to controller. If content is OK B receives the decrypt key and can use it to unlock and use the content C.
III. SCENARIO
A typical full scenario is illustrated in Figure 4 . It assumes that backend systems are configured and that user accounts are setup. In the Figure, A is to transmit content X to B. In step 0 the users A and B use a P2P application to discover each other. Then, is OK it interworks with backend Billing systems (to decrement B's prepaid account by an amount equal to the media cost, and increment A's prepaid account by an amount equal to the DCDF sharing 'credit'). 15. Controller returns a Decrypt Key to B allowing content restoration. 16. B decrypts and then uses X. Several key points should be noted:
• The DCDF Framework never stores or caches the Content in question -it needs only a set of encryption keys and matching hashes • Communications between P2P systems and DCDF are designed to be small enough to be encoded in SMS messages IV. PROTOTYPING LAB Figure 5 illustrates a prototypical DCDF lab deployment. We have deployed the DCDF Controller and CDCF Business-tier components on the Applied Research Intranet, which includes a production-quality DRS and CvAS system. In addition, users on the network share digital content from the laptops or PC's (wireless and cellphones are work in progress). We have begun integration with common, widely used P2P applications; however, Figure 5 shows our home-grown P2P application which offers simple file-sharing features and integrates with DCDF. A Tomcat Web Application Server holds the servlets which comprise the DCDF Web Portal as well as the Web Services that implement Business-tier functionality. We have used Java to implement Axis SOAP-based web services in a Tomcat container. The P2P application and the Controller are written in Java and C. The components run on Windows and Linux. Note again that DCDF is not in itself a DRM system but should work with 3 rd party technologies.
A. Web Portal
While DCDF is largely a set of components that are invisible to the end user, it does contain a Web Portal which embodies some of the business functionalities offered in other tiers. Figure 6 illustrates a portal screen through which a registered and logged-in user of DCDF may top-up his/her pre-pay account. Servlets behind this page interwork with CvAS. Figure 7 illustrates a user viewing his/her legal, DCDF-shareable media. The user sees the media name, descripton, and other optional information such as the media's source, data of exchange(s), and costs. • Intrinsic Reliability and Redundancy -Individual 'server' node failure will not cause overall failure. In addition, multiple sources can deliver parts of content elements to a single sink. Device content-stores can be recovered in-network.
Many DRM systems and technologies exist [6, 7, 8] ; Telcordia Technologies DCDF is distinguished for the reasons presented above. For example, RazorPop [5] proposes to sample P2P traffic and employ a clearinghouse to distribute payments to content rights holders.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The shift of media to digital content distribution is a very disruptive change to the media industry. This disruption along with the evolution of telecommunications to an IP broadband network offers an attractive opportunity for telecommunications carriers to claim their role in the new content distribution value chain. As trusted suppliers of network connectivity, they can facilitate the legal exchange of licensed content between customers and content suppliers (the content distributors and registered content servers) creating an electronic marketplace for content exchange and payment. Estimates of the size of this marketplace for network exchange of content exceed $1B in North America alone by 2007. Network application platforms like the Telcordia Converged Application Server already provide much of the required network transaction processing functionality today for communications which can also be utilized for this content distribution offering. Figure 8 summarizes the role of DCDF amongst the other financial stakeholders. DCDF architecture and roadmap presented in this paper represent a significant step in that direction. 
